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Abstract 
Many of the key imum to uudmlgnrtinf quantum cnnunodynumoi iavotraptocuMs 

in finclear target* at xatetmediate< energies. I dacnai a. range of hmdronie tad attclau 
ptwitwmna. wiilmi»» yi nc«—i( color tt*B*perencj, hidden color digreei of freedom to 
rouM, reduced •mliai •mflif iwili,jut coafaacenc*, teaatton POM eflectt, fcadton fcaMdty 
eelec3io*rii)ae,eptec*aefetioBavtt^ 
probing fcadroa liiKJtma and the pxopagatioB of quart and ghwn j«U in nuclei. 1 alao 
n r k * serer*] ansa where thai b u been ai^uacant thatketkal proe?«M determining the 
form of fc*rfn»a^ endear wa^faactk^ 
and dbcretbed ltofc>caM qnutisatroB. 1 aba dbcnai a pceriUetotetpreUtSaaortbelerge 
»pin comUtkai Ajrn in prDtan-protaa •tattering, tad relate tbii effect to aa entity aad 
angular dependence of color transparency tn noeW. 

1, Introduction 
Tbe nudeta pt&y* t w cmnpGineBtary rolat to QCD: 

1. We cea wtffiae a Koch** target aa a control medmm or backfroond fiald to modift1 

n |aiillii i j j t it iai1 gtimn eiitmui a — 1 riiiW iTkriim rT~i—' n m l TTT»TTTJ~~ f~ 
thk taJ^mndi aa catff ttvufytmcf the predicted dbrintafcad attecgatfaw to the 
ndeneof lwd«aepertidp*ttog to Ugh iwenenUnn transfer acr*W«r»*rtii>**,e»d 

, /m au<i'»a row jfaaoawwa tha aheence of hard coffinaar targat4ftdac«d mdiattoa 

key tact of the QCD pndktfaw ia given by tbe NA-10 aUer»a»imt»fi»tIwDreU-Yan 
procaee m i n i m a * predicted, the treiir»areein^ 
iebroacWfr n*TtTtb»1aea,etrigtCTt fraction frctPifcatioc » mahitahitd. Remaik-
•My, tbe beaming quark or antiMjuark can tuffer rle/tic tait^l state interactions 
«*en though bud calfitesr « i W w lat«T»ctlan» do not occur. Tbaee obeervatJOM 
aie nnportort far tb* f̂ Berml cadtrslanding of U» propagation of qnark and glnoa 
jeta to Tfl—r matter. 

3. TbaaodKaitanTsin^badaacrtbadMaQCDitractara. At ibort distancee rodaar 
were fetntiona end nts3e«r interactionB aaceetarily involve hidin. eeJor degrees of 
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freedom orthogonal to the channela described by the usual OUCIEOD or isobar degrees 
of 6—dom. In tbe case of the douteron, fire color-singlet Fock states axe required 
just to describe iU sdx-querk valence wave function At asymptotic momentum 
transfer, tbe deulerco form, factor end distribution irnplitude ere rigorously calcu
lable. At eub-a»YTOptotJc momenta, cm* can derive nrw types of scaling lawi far 
mtlu*jve nuclear amplitude* in terms of the reduced amplitude formalism, I alw 
dncua aornt novel feature* of auefeer difirattirt amplitudes-high energy htdronic 
or electrornignrtlc reactions which lieve the entire nucleus intact. In the case of 
deep infinite scattering, roth leading twirt contribution* a n give unusual nan-
eddjtive contribution* to the nuclear structure function at low xgj- In the caie of 
vector meson eJeettoptodutticin at highly virtual photon man, diffractive processes 
can give essential information on non-forward malrii etementa of the aunc operator 
product* which control deep inelastic lepton scattering. 

In general, tha nucleus may act to modify the properties of ill constituent nude-
cm; m myriad of non-additive and shadowing effects have been suggested to explain the 
EMC/SLAC observations. In this talk I will only touch briefly on this important topic, 
«rnpaaaiiing nuclear effect* in the transverse momentum distribution of tbe bound quarks, 
and to point out a coherent nuclear effect relevant to non-additivity et Ion1 xpy Measure 
roenta off nuclear non-eddiUvity in individual electroproductian channels are needed to 
unravel tha various contributing proceuea. 

The application of QCD to nuclei-fiudtar CAromodynamtes has brought together 
two formerly distinct communities of pbyiictsU. Given that the natural scale of QCD in 1 
fermi, nuclear physics can hardly be studied a* an iioUted subject, divorced from nucleoli 
substructure. Indeed eevsra] traditional asiumptioni of nuclear theory are incompatible 
with QCD, such a* (a) standard cn-shell form factor factorisation and {b) Dir-ar equation 
phenomenology for nucleon interaction* in nuclei-since the KNjf intermediate state in 
•FT(Telj luppie—ed by duclron compos iteneaa. Conversely, the very difficult questions for 
particle tbeocists-tb* structure of the hedroru in terms of their quark and gluon degrees 
of freedom, glucinium and other exotic spectra, coherence effects, jet hadrcmiiation and 
particle formation, the Datura of the pomeron, difTractive and forward processes, etc T 

require experimental input in taw GeV regime or even lower. 

There ha* been significant prop— in the theoretical development of QCD LD the 
past lew years. Tsii include* the extension of factorization and evolution equations to thi. 
domain of exclusive hadronic and BUCJM_IT amplitudes. Moreover, QCD sum rule techniques 
have mad* tantalising predictions for the required hadroa wave functions, rerulta -a-bfcii 
are being confirmed by lattice gauge theory computations. In high momen'.uin trane^T 
inclusir* reactions, the underlying quark and gluan scattering processes lead directly to 
jet production in to* final *t*te. To leading order in 1/<3J, the crcua oectionn end jrt. 
hedrunixetion can be understood at the probabilistic level. In contrast, in exctuaivr 
efectroproduction pmr—see, one studies quark and glucra scattering and their reformation 
into badron* at the amplitude level. Exclusive reactions thus depend in delr.it on the 
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compoitltjoa of the badroo wava function* th»mael*e*. 

Thtrt U'DOW AS axteuiv* literature, both experimental and thaoretica], daaeiibing 
the fiaturai of larae momentum transfer exclusive Miction*. The QCD prediction* are 
bawd oa t factorisation theorem'"' which separata* tht non-p«rturhativa physics of the 
htdron bound *Utt* from tbi bud Mattering amplitude which control* th* scattering of 
thi coaititutut quark* and fluoni from th» Initial to find direction*. Thii U Illustrated 
for thi proton form factor in FJ|. I. 

, * - • » , l» l»U 

Figure 1. (a) Factoriiation'of the oucJeoo farm factor at lute Q* in QCD. (b) Tb« leading 
order dTigiamt for the bard (tattering amplitude Ta- The dot* indicatt btntiocu which enter UM 
renormiHutioii of the coupling toaitant. (<) The leading orf*et diagram* which determine the Q3 

dependence of 4a{t,Q)-

Elactroproduction of «xclu*3ir* channels proridee ont a? the moat valuable toting grounds 
of thii QCO forrnalUni, ainu the incoming photon provides a proba of variable spece-Uke 
man directly coupling to the herd-ecattering amplitude. 

It ha* been known tine* 1970 that a theory with underlying ecale-Invariant quark* 
quark Interaction* lead* to dimeniional counting rule*4 for tare* momentum transfer es-
du*W« processes; e.g. F(Q%) — ((J') 1"* when n 1* the minimum Dumber of quark field* 
in the hadroa. JRCD i* vuch a theory; the factor U at Ion formula lead* to nocleon form 
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factors of tht form: 

GuiQ*) > $P]£-(*Sfp>«*«»+»®] 
An outline of th* derivation of thi* reeult ii given in Mctlon 2. Thi first factor, in agreement 
with tht quark counting rule, 1* due loth* hud scattering of the three valence quirk* from 
tb* tnitiml to final nudton direction. Higher Fock i t t t a lead la form factor contributions 
of successively higher order in 1/Q'. Th* logarithmic correction* derive from en f volution 
equation 1 , 1 for th* nuclton distribution amplitude. The ~j„ art th* computed anomalous 
dimensions, reflecting tht short distance scaling of three-quark composite operators. The 
results hold for any baryon tei barypn vector or axial Tactor transition amplitude that 
conaervct the baryon belicity. jritli-ity non-conserving form factor* should fall as an addi
tional powtr of l / Q 1 . Measurement* of the transition form factor to the J = 3/2 ^(1520) 
nucleon resonance art consistent with J, = ±1/2 dominance, as predicted by the helicity 
conservation rule* A review of th* data on spin affects in tlet-.tron nucleon sesttering in 
the resonance region U given in R*f. 7. 

It ii very important to explicitly verify that Fi{Ql)/'^(Q1) decreases at large (J1. 
The anjuler distribution decay of th* J / * —• pp is consistent with the QCD prediction 

The normalisation constant* «. 1 — in th* QCD prediction for Cu can be evaluated 
from momenta of tht nudaon'a distribution amplitude f(r , ,Q). There axe extensive on
going theoretical effort* computing constraint*on thi* oonpertuibetive input directly from 
QCD- Th* pioneering QCD rum rule analysis of CWnyek and ZhitniUVU provide* con-
•trainU on the first few nusmant* of *%(x, Q). Using a* • basis tba polynomial* which 
are eigenstate* ot the nucleon evolution equation, one |*t* a model representation of the 
nucleon distribution amplitude, u well a* its evolution with th* momentum transfer scale. 

Th* QCD eum ml* analysis predict* a surprising ft a tore: strong Savor asymmetry 
in the nucleon'* momentum distribution. The com{juUd moments of the distribution 
amplitude imply that ti% at the proton'* momentum in its J-quark valence state is carried 
by the u-quark which has th* sam* bftidty as th* parent hedron. (See Fig. 2.) A recent 
comprehensive re-analysis by King and Sachrajda ha* now confirmed th* Chernyak and 
Zbitnitskii form En its' essential detail*. 

In addition, Diitmbowaki end Manklnric*1 0 h*va recently shown that the asymmetric 
farm of th* CZ distribution unplitud* can *fl*ctiv*Iy be derived from a rotationilly-
invariant CM w i n function transformed to the light cone using a Melesh-type boost 
of the quark epinore. Th* transverse sis* of th* valence v.-eve function Is found to be 
significantly smaller ihab the mean radius of the proton-averaged over all Fockstitet. This 
was predicted in Ref. 2- Dmiejubowski and Menklewjcj also show that the perturbative 
QCD contribution to tb* form [actor* dominate* over th« toft contribution (obtained by 
convoluting the non-p*rturbativ* wave functions) at a acal* QfN *• 1 GeV, where N is the 
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Dumber of valines constituents. Similar criteria war* alao derived In n*f. 11. Results of the 
similar Jacob and Ktsalingtr anelyaia of the pion form factor ar« shown in Fig. &, Earlier 
claims" that a simple overlap cfaoft had ran wave functions could fit tht form factor data 
were erroneous since they were bated on wave functions which violas rotational symmetry 
in the CM"''.. : c / ' ' < . ' ' . 
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Figure 3. QCD mm rule prediction far the 
proton diitributicm amplitude. 
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Figure 3. Models for the "toft" contribution to the 
pioo form factor. The legur-Llewellyn-Smith pro-
diction uj beeed cm a wave function with Gaus
sian fsB-off in transverse momentum but power-
law feUofTet targe c. The Jacob-Kkf linger predic
tion ubsae^ on a rotatkmally symmetric farm in 
the tentCT of meet frame. The perturbstiYe QCD 
contribution calculated with CZ distribution am
plitudes ii consistent with the normalisation and 
shape of the date for Q* > 1 GeV. 

A detailed phenoroenologice] aneJyeia of tht nudeon form factors for different eh apes 
of the distribution amplitudes has been given by Ji, SJI. and Lomberd-NeUen" Their 
results ibow that tht CZ wave function is consistent with the sign and magnitude of the 
proton farm factor at luge Q1 as recently measured by the American University/BLAC 
collaboretionU (See Pig. 4.} Tbt fact that the correct normalisation emerges u • non-
trivial lest of the distribution amp!i.tfld.t shape; SOT tnrampte^ if the proton wave function 
haa a non-relattviatic shape peaked at xj — 1/3 then one obtains the wrong sign for the 
nuckon form factor. Furtbinnoreiytrinietrical distribution amplitudes predict a very email 
magnitude for Q^Gj/fQ1) at large Q*. Carl and Stefanie1* have developed a useful model 
lot the nudeoo form factors which incorporctes the CZ distribution amplitude predictions 
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at high Q* toftthar with VMD conatrainta at low Q1. Thair analjaii ptadicU tiiaabte 
valuta for tha tuutron alactric form factor at intarmadiata valuta of Q 1 . (Saa Fi t . 5.) 

Figure 4. Cernpariaon of perturbative QCD 
predicUonj and data fot the proton form factor, 
The eakulilion, baaed on the C2 QCD mm rule 
diilribulion amplitude, i» from Ref. 14, The pre
diction deptndi on the u»e of the running coupling 
c-onitint a> a function o" the exchanged gliion mo
mentum. The data art from Ref. IS. 
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Figur* 5. Prediction* tot UM nudaon form fatter* aaauming VMO at low Q'1 nnd 
partorbativt QCD at hijh Q*. From Rtf. 18. 



*Meuur*mtnU of Ibt t«o>photoa nctuaiva preetwa ft ~* ir+w~ and K+K~ ara In 
«*caltat kttMmnt with Un pcrtarbatlva QCD prtdictiou Tba analyria b buwl on tba 
factorisation HtKtraUd in Fif,. 6. Tin prediction! *n bated oo analyse! valid to all ordm 
inpartutbaUnntheory and do not •uffcr from tincomplication*of tttdpointtinfularitke 
<# pinch contribution*. Thi data" (*n F]g.n7) axUnd out to invariant mam equated 
10 CtV1, a region will beyond any algnifieant contribution from toft contribution*. 

FifUrt 6. Application of QCD to two 
photon production of ma»n ptiri. 

Figure 1. tfeccurantnt*' of axclu-
tjve two-photon reaction* compared with 
the pertnibaiive QCD prediction* of Rtf. 
IT. The prediction* are nearly independent 
of the shape of the IMHO distribution am
plitude*. 
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Nevertheteta, the aelf-coniiatency of the p«turb*tiv* QCD analyaia for icmc exclusive 
chancel* can b« <ju nation ed. particularly for baryop reaction! at moderate momentum 
transfer. 

1. The perturbativD analyai* of the baryon form factor and large angle hadron-hadron 
scattering depend* on tK* suppreaaioo of th* endpoinl region* *j «*" 1 and pinch 
singularity contribution*. Tbia suppression occur* automatically in QCD due to Su-
dafcov form factor*, a* h u been shown by Mueller1* baaed on the all-orders analysis 
of th* vertex function by Sen. Since these analyse* require an all-ordeci reiumma-
tion of the vertex correction*, they cannot be derived by standard renormalfcration 
group analyai*. In ihi* sense the baryon form factor and large angle hadron-badroj 
scattering result* are considered lew rigorous than the re*ult* [ram analy*ii -ji the 
meson form Tatter and the 77 production of mftton pain? 7 

2. The magnitude of the proton form factor i* aeniitiv* to the x — 1 dependence of 
thi proton distribution amplitude, where non-perturbslive nfTectn could be impor
tant. The CZ asymmetric distribution amplitude, in fart, omphasiiea contributions 
from the largo r region, Since non-leading torrecticiit tst expected when the quark 
propagator acale Q7(l - s) it imall, relatively large Q1 ii required to clearly test 
the p«rturbativ« QCD prediction!. A «!miiar criterion occur* in the anaJyaij of cor
rection* to QCD avolution in dntrr inelastic Upton Mattering. In a recent piper, 
Diiembowiki and Maakiewitr find that one can limultanscusly fit low energy 
phenomena (the nucleon magnetic moment*), the measured high momentum trans
fer hadron form factor*, and the CZ distribution amplitude* with a aeif-coneiotent 
antati for the quart wave functioni. Thui for the fint time one haa a rather com
plete model for the rrlativiitic three-quark itructure of the nuclean. 

A complete derivation of the nutlecn fcrm factor* at all momentum transfer! would 
require a calculation of the entire aet of badron Fock wave function*. This is the goal of 
tht "dLacretued tight-cone quantisation* approach" for Ending the ejge.TSoIuttana of iht 
QCD Hamiltonian quantiied at equal light cone time r = ( + xjc. using a discrete basis. 
The baii* ofthe DLCQ method for solving Gild theories ii conceptually limple: In general, 
one quantiie* the independent field* at equal light cone time r and requires them to be 
periodic or anti-periodic in light cone apace with period 7L. The commuting operators, the 
light con* momentum P+ = J^K and the light cone energy P~ — j^H are constructed 
explicitly in a Fock apace representation and diagcniliied simultaneously. The eigenvalueo 
giva the phytic*! apectrum: the invariant mis* squared M* = P"PV. The eigenfunctionn 
| i « the wave functioni at equal r and a)h>wone to compute the current matrix elements, 
rtructur* function*, and distribution amplitude* required for physical processes. AJl of 
these qnantitie* are manifestly independent of L, aince M 1 = P*P~ = HK. Lorenti-
Envariance ii rioJated by periodicity, but reestablished at the eid of the calculation by 
going to the continuum limit: L —* 00, K —» 00 with P+ finite. Is the caae of gauge 
theory, the u*e of the light cone gau^e vt + = 0 eliminate* negative metric atates in both 
abelian and non-abelian theories. 
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EDer, Paul! and I ha»* obtained detailed retulu tiring the DLCQ nuth^d for the 
bound aula and continuum epectmm and w*»t function* for QED in one-ipace and one-
tira* iinwnriofi for arbitrary man'anrJ: coupling ctuutant. The itnictur* function of the 
lowtit m u t bound atat* in QED [1+1 j at a function of a oealed coupling constant i* abown 
in Pif .ft- We hava'alao obtained the *p*ctrum of the Yukawa theory with •pin-uro boaon*. 
a theory with a xaon complicated Fock ilructure. Vary and co-worken bav« anelyted & 
thaory. 

Figure fl. The «ttucture function of the Jowmt mtm 
. bound Hate for QED in H i ip»ce-time diroemioni, u 

calculated in tiie DLCQ foimaliim." 

MOM recently Hnraboet*l , i ha* *Kt«ndtd the DLCQ analyai* to the eolor-ainglet «p*> 
trumcf QCD in on* *p*c* and on* time dimension for Nc = 2,J.*. The r«olt» for the 
loweet n w H D W ia the SU(2) theory agree within error* with the lattic* hamiltonian 
r**ulta of Banter. St* Fig. 0. Th* method alao provide* the firat result, for lb* baryon 
spectrum in a non-Abetian gauge theory. Tbe lowest baryon mas* i* shown j D Fig. 0 u 
• function cf coupling constant. The corresponding structure function of the moan and 
baryon states is shown in Fi 4 , 10. Furtjer discussion can be found in SccLscm 9. 

2. Exclusive Reactions as Tests of QCD and Hadron Wave Function* 

£v«n if w« do not bate at yst complete information on the badronic w»v« functions in 
QCD, h is still possible to male prediction* at large momentum transfer directly from the 
theory. Many of th« results (such a* meson form factor* and n an^ihiUtion into meson 
pain) can b* prewsd ligoroosly, in the sens* that thsy can be (tenoEju-ntcd to arbitrary 
order in perturbation theory. Other result* require an ell-orders resummction. 

Tba pfocaeees which are moat eaaily analysed are tho* la which til final particles are 
measured at large invariant masse* compared to each other, i.e. Urge momentum transfer 
exchraWe reactions. Thi» include* form factor* of bedrons and nuclei at targe momen
tum transfer Q and targe angle scattering reactions luch aa photoproduction -jp -* » + n 
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FIJUK 9. The bmryoe and me*on tp«tlrum Figure JO. The biryon and rae*on quwlt momcn-
in QCD ll+l] computed in DLCQ far He ~ turn dirtiibulion* in QCD (1 •+• 1] computed tiling 
3,3,4 u a fuDcLioc of quark rnaaa and coo- DLCQ. (Frocoref. 2J.) 
pli&I coi»t«iit. (Fnm) ref. 53.) 

nueJaao-nutlaoc acatttring, pboto-diiiDUjration jd —» np at larje *mle» and energies, 
•be. A kej remit if that *uch amplitudaa factorisa At large momentum trarufer in tba 
farm of * convolution of a bard. •caiUrbf amplitude 7> which can txs computed pertur-
baiivtlj from quark<(luon •ubptoc«««« multiplied by procaaa-indap«ndent MUtribution 
amplitodaa* 4{*i Q) wnicfi contain all of Lb* bound-rtate r-m-pcrttirbaiire dynamics of 
#och of tbt interacting badrotu. To Uadin| order in 1/Q UM scatterim krnplitude bos the 
fonn 

a *< 
(2.1) 

Hara TB '» tb* probability amplitude to aeattar quarka with fraction*] momentum 0 < 
*j < 1 from tba incidant to final hadron diractioni, and f j», ia the probability ampliU'do 
to find quark* i s tb* way* function of badroo J?̂  collioaar up to the Bcale Q, and 
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The key to the derivation of this factorisation of perturbative and HOB-perturbativ* dy
namic! u the UJB of the Jock basis {^(*j,JFj.r,^)) defined at equal r = r"+ j / c on the 
lighvcoue to represent relativlitic color tinglet bound states. Here X4 are the helidtiti; 
H E (if + t f ) / (p D + P*J, ( D " . ! ^ te 1), and E x , , ( £ ? . , & < = 0), ar« the relative mo-
meniumi " coordinates. Thua iht proton i* represented aa a column vector of states * \ H , 
V„„, v ' i t l H " - In the light-cone gauge, A"1" = AD + A* = 0, only the minima) "fa
ience" Fade slat* nteda to b* considered at targe momentum tranifer since any additional 
quark or gluon forced to absorb large momentum transfer yielda a power-taw suppressed 
contribution to the hadrontc amplitude. 

The factorisation of large momentum tranifer exclusive amplitude* can be understood 
aa followi: the Tg amplitude in leading order ia the minimally-connected quark-gluon ma
trix element taking the valence quark• from the initial to final directions. It axiiea by 
iterating the gluon-uchange kernel in each wave function wherever large relative momen
tum occurs. The'distribution amplitude ia the coefficient in the wave function remaining 
after the iteration of the kernel, analogous to the wave function at the origin in non-
relativtstie quantum mechanics. All intermediate gtatet in Ty have constituents with 
relative transversa momentum larger than the momentum tranifer Q, All the integrations 
up to Q ant contained In <f>{x, Q). 

The bard scattering amplitude Tu{xi,Q,(,m) haa dimensions [L\m~* whtra n is the 
total number of incoming and outgoing field line*. At large momentum transfer Q is the 
only relevant scale: 

ThU gives the main court* of power-law behavior of the amplitude. One can check the 
power fall-cff explicitly in A+ = 0 gauge for tree graphs: each intermediate fermion 
lint gives 1/Q 1 , each gluon propagator gives Q° since its numerator couplings cancel 
its denominator. The result is the aame for instantaneous gluon exchange, Since all 
intermediate s tate bare i j > Q*, one can calculate Tg perturbativelr in powers of 
the running coupling constant; the leading power of at(.Q*) Is given by the number of 
exchanged Juons. The minimum number (valence) Feck state dominate* the amplitude 
in A + = 0 gauge. (This is not true in covenant gauges.) 

Tht scale Q 1 ta set by the minimum virtuelity of the propagators in Ta; e.g. for form 
factors Q1 = min{xjty}Q* where {*'} and the light-cone fraction* for the initial and 

finaJ state. The endpednt rtgion where *j = ~ 0 is thu* potentially dangerous. In soma 
prooesaet, such [M meson form factors or 77 —» AfW, the meaon distribution amplitude 
falls sufficiently fast such that such regions give power-law suppressed contributions. In 
other f roceaae* such as hadron-hadron acattering one must deal with Landaboff pinch 
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singularities. Mueller has shown that the Budakov vertex form factors which appear 
when a quark or a gluon leg is dose to the mass shell suppress ne*r-on-sheII contribution; 
so that the leading power arialyiii is modified by a small residual fractional pov/er law 
correction. The Sudakov form factor also eliminate* possible anomalous contributions 
from and-point regions of integration in the calculation of baryon form factors, In the cast 
of th« FitiQ1) and 7 f —• MTU process*i, formal proofs of QCD factoriiation can alio be 
given using operator product expansion* and the renormcJiiation group. 

The momentum dependent of <£{x,Q) come* from the seniitivity to the upper limit 
of interaction of the transverse momentum integrals. This arises from the gluon exchange 
ksrosls which give intsgral of the form 

One can use the iterative structure oF the wave function equation in A+ — 0 gauge to 
sum the logarithmic dependence in the form of a sum of terms with anomalous dimension 
factors (tnQ*/&?)'''• where the -»„ are determined by perturbative QCD. 

Sine* ^[x, Q) involves axially- symmetric fcj. integration!, L, = 0 to leading order in 
i/Q1, and the sum of the valence quark helieities equal* that ofthe hadron. Furthermore, 
tinea QCD is a vector theory, quark helicity is conserved between initial and final states 
in th» hard-scattering amplitude. Thus QCD predicts hadron helicity conservation: 

Lnltiil Bnil 

at large momentum transfer. Notica that this result is independent of photon or lepton hc-
litity in photoproducticn or electroproduction amplitudes and holds to all orders ia a,(Qz). 
Thus an essential feature of the perturbative QCD is the prediction of Jiidrou helicity 
conservation up to kinematic*] and dynamical corrections of order m/Q and ( '̂V') /<? 
whers Q is the monnntJm transfer or heavy mass scale, m is the light quark mui. Here 
(\/i}>\ is a measure of nou-perturbative effects ascribed to chiral symmetry breaking of 
the QCD vacuum. Applying this prediction to pp annihilation, one predicts Ap + Xf = 0, 
i s . , SM = Jt = ±1 is the leading amplitude for heavy resonance production. Thus the V1 

is expected to be produced with J, = ±1 , whereas the x *nd rj, cross lections Bhould be 
suppressed, at least to leading power in che heavy quark mass, 

The behavior Q'Gu(Q1) "* conit at Iai|e Q 1 " provide* a direct check that the 
minimal Foci state in th« nucleon contains three quarks and that the quark propagator 
and iht qq —* qq scat taring amplitudes are approximately scale-free. More gerer&Jly, the 
nominal power law predicted for large momentum trainer exclusive reactions in given 
by the dimensional counting rule M -* Qi-irorp(£„,) where njor is the total num
ber of elementary £s)ds which scatter in the reaction. The prediction!! are apparently 
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corapaUbJ* with upedflMUt?* A* di*cuj*ed above, for w m ecattering reactiona thera axe 
contribution!from multiple acatteringdiagrtira (Landaboff contrlbutiona) which together 
with Sudiiov affecta can lead to amall power-law correction*, aa veil aa a complicated 
ipin,;iuwamplitude phiaa phenomenology?'Aa ehown in Fit- 7, r*ctot meaaurementa of 
Tf r*j*yw',:K*K'-^i.ivt* invariant pair mui ait conaiatent with the QCD predic
tion!.|-lit principle it ebould be poatible to UM meaaureroent* of the acaling and angular 
dependence of the *n :y* AfJCf reactiona to rruuuure the ahape of the distribution amplt-

;*iidti#ii(»,<5).Inaddition; it hu bean recently ehown that the Q1 dependence of virtual 
prerenal.auch.'aa^'^-'r* W+*~ (rrteaiured in tagged ee -> texw rxdliiion*) depend* »n 

.detail on the x-dapendenaii of the plon ctiitributian amplitude. 
' A aerioua challenge to QCD i* riot only to get the correct power taw scaling for the 

proton form factor correct {Fi *» l/Q*, #£~ l/Q*} but alao to obtain the correct sign and 
magnitude of the l/Q* rr*fficitnt. This.is highly non-trivial: a nan-relativistic 3 quarlt 
wave function'invariably iivea a negative tign for thi* coefficient (i.e., it predict* a tera 
at finite ipace-lUtt f* for. (Fi(Q') and (?«(()') and too imall magnitude. Thii challenge 
appeara to bt successfully met by the QCD turn rule analysis of the proton distribution 
amplitude. ;>:•' '•.'"'' ''.•>*'' 

The requirement that the nucleon ii the J = 1/2, S = 1/2 color singlet representation 
of three quark fiilda in QCD oniquely ipedEe* the n permuUtlon aymmetry of the proton 

4\(*tt(i) cc -j* [rft«l«I•+.«lMf ~ 2«r<*i«Jt)' g/,v[<M*i*r*s) + «M*a*J*j)) 

< Th» neutron distribution amplitude it determined by the substitution 4o ==• -*V(U " <*)• 
Momenta of the nucleon distribution amplitude can be computed from tha correlation 
function of the apprcpriat* local quark flaJd operator* that carry tha nudeon quantum 
number*, 

Tha modal wave function propoaad in Raf, 2fl, consistent with the derived morrtenta, 
U : 

fVtoa-js,) B * M r m W f. [11.3S(a| + «J) + 6.62xJ - 1.68s, - 2.W - 6.72(tJ - tj)] 

whart aSuŷ j •= 120 E)X|X). The renormalisation acale is fj 9< 1 GeV. The normalisation 
of the Dudaoo raJenca wave function It alao determined: : 

/ w ( p = 1 CeV) D (6.2±0.5) x 10_* GeV . 

A striking feature of tha QCD turn role prediction u the atrong mymimlrj implied by 
tba firat notaest: tS% of th» proton motaantum (at P, =*• oo) ia eajriad by tha « querit 
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with faeliaty parallel to th*t of the proton. [See Fig. 2.J The two mroiicing quarks each 
carry — 15 to 30% of the total momentum. 

The distribution amplitudes based on QCD sur.i rule* m strikingly different from the 
symmetric forms, derived in the Q3 —» oc limit, Thii is in analogy to *ht, case of deep 
inelastic structure functions which only approach the forma] limit of a f-function at x = 0 
at a momentum transfer scale very remote (tarn the experimentally arxeuiblt range. The 
implication that the nudeon and pion valenc* wave function* art broad in longitudinal 
momentum also suggest* a broad transverse momentum distribution (tmiJl radius) and 
indicate* thif quarks bound in li|ht hadron* are highly relativistic. 

The striking shape of the CZ wave function U due to the fact that only the tint 
frw aigensolutiona to the nucleon evolution equation are uaed as a basis. Since one is so 
far from full evolution, there it no compelling resson why thU ahould be correct. The 
essential feature of the sum rule prediction! it the strong asymmetry, together with the 
value of ffj whicn jive pertuibstive predictions f&r the proton and neutron form factors 
consistent both in rign and magnitude with experiment. (See Fig. 4.) These main features 
oflht QCD rum rule calculation for the nucleon distribution, amplitude have recently been 
confirmed by King and Sachrajda. 

It has also been suggested that the relatively large norm alii at LOD of Q4Gjtt{Qi) *V' 
large Q1 can be understood if tha valence three-quark state haj small trinavr^rfiUe, 
i.e., it Largs at the origin. The physical radius of the proton meuurftd fr^ai Ji(<3') at 
low momentum transfer then reflecta the contributions of the higher.-i'ock states qqqg, 
fijgjij (or meson cloud), etc. A small rise for the proton vale^^c wave function (e.g., 
.flj^ ~ 0.2 to 0.3 fm) can aire explain the large aiagnjtud^f^jfcj) of the intrinsic quark 
momentum distribution nteded to understand hard-mattering inclusive reactions, The 
nacessuty for email valence at ate Fock componerii can be demonstrated explicitly for the 
pion wave function, sine* V'ff/r •* constr»it*>d by mm rules derived from w+ —* t^f, and 
*° ~' 7*1 • O n * &ad» a valsnce state iidius flj^ ~ CA fm, corresponding to a probability 

Ai shown by Car'r-̂ n, Gari, and Stefanii, the proton and neutron form factors, the 
aiial-vsctor nue'wn form factor, and the leading N - A transition, form factor can oil ne 
related to llit shape of thr nuclaon distribution amplitude, MearurexTKat* cf tbeso firm 
facto-, will provide severe LtiU on tha applicability of the QCD lum rule predictions. 

1 haveemphaaiMd that dimensional counting rules give adirect connection between the 
dsgrwc of had roc compoaiteneM and the power-law fall of exclusive scattering amplitudcu 
at fitted centar of maaa anglp: hi ~ Q*~*F(tem) when n is the minimum number of 
initial and final itata quanta. This rula give* tha QCD predictive for the nominal power 
law scaling, modulo correction* from tha logarithmic behavior of a,, the distribution 
amplitude, and amall powar-Iaw cornelian* from Sudaltov-juppreaced L&ndsloff multiple 
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scattering eentrJbution*. For ft> one predicts: 

da' a* 
2^ (PP - 7i)*jpff rr'(«»:enpT) 

^ {& -» AfJ?) * ^ r / " " ( C M * , fapr) 

The angular dependence reflect* the structure of the hud scattering perturbetiv* Tg 
amplitude, which"" to turn follow*from the flavor pattern of the contributing duality dia
gram*. For example, 4 minimally connected quark interchange diagram is approximately 
cheraeteriied a* 

Comparison* between channel* related by craning of the Mandelitem variable* place* 
a aevere constraint on the angular dependence and analytic form of the underlying QCD 
exdu*ive amplitude. For example, it i* possible to tneaiure and compare 

• ^ /::,\'• Pp-*tt - 7p — IP •• ~n-*pp 
j-

PP -* T ° : IP —*°P • *°P — IP • 

SLAC meajurement* of the fp -* * + n crou section at SCu - »/* are continent with 
the norraalutalion and scaling • 

,• • e f f f , : j . . 1 nb . , , , . 

On* thus expect* iLmilar normaliiktion and acaling for § {ftp —• 7*°); all angle measure
ment* up to * £ 15 GeV* appear possible given a high luminosity p beam. 

The dimensional counting rules give the leading power behavior of exclusive ampli
tude* and an essentia]features of the theory. They appear to be reasonably well verified 
by experiment inchiding the recent eeriee of measurements of meeon-nuclson reaction* done 
at BNL.** By csraparing the magnitude and angular dependence Df various meeon-nucUon 
crow aection* in the power-law scaling regime, one can establish that quark interchange 
amplitude* rather than flavor-independent gluon exchange diagrams appear to dominate 
at luge momentum transfer. 
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In the caae of pp elattie scattering, the fixed an tie data, on a tog-tog plot (aee Fig. 11) 
appear* con»i»tent with the nominal *~10f(9ckt) dimension*] counting production. How
ever, a* emphaaiied by Hendry" the i10da/dl erow aection exhibit* oaciltatory behavior 
with pr- Even more aeriou* i* the fact that polnriiation meuuremenU (»** Fig. 12) thow 
lignlfkant apln-apin correlation! ( A N K ) , not predicted by QCD-icupired model*, tuggeit-
i n | Bjnificant non-leading correction*. Recent disunion* of these effect* have been given 
by Farrar** and Lipkinf* A pouible explanation of the Ann effect and it* connection 
with color truiiparency it given in the next section. 
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Figure |1 . Companion ofprolon-proLon. »eaU«ing »l filed ffm with the dimensional taunt-
prediction. The bat fit is M-"-7. 
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Tlftit 12. - SplaMjiiwifrtrT..far poUrfwd pptJulic •CAtterint. FVomRtf. 37. 

; . : ; • ! 3. Color Transparency 

. 1%» QCD m*ljii« crftxd'jNf practtua dtpmda on th» concept of ft Fodt tUta 
*ip*n»to««f tW nucUoow»T«furiclioo, projactwl onto ttw baui of tn* quart «iid (luon 

- • fp Ĵt ttutw Tfcf *xp*niifm i> daw i t *qo&] timt oo tb* litht-eao* ksd in tht pby»k*] 
. Ufhtocca* t*B*F- At l*r£* toomntiiin twufcr tb* lowest pvticlt-numbtr *Y*knc** Foci 

; «wvpoqwo\ wkh «H tb« gwailti within *n impact duianct »j. £ 1/Q control* tb« form 
factttt i t h*C* Q*> Suit a. Fock »i*U companut hw * mull color dipola moment and 
that ioVmcU oalj wwily with fcwfroue « rucl*« m»it«x?M* Tbw If tUrtlc tt*etrot> 



scattering it measured as • quasi-elastic procasa inside a nurfeua, ana predict* negligible 
tlutic and Inelaatk final state interactions in tht target as Q become* large. 

This ii illustrated In Fig. 13. Integrating over Fermi-motion, ona predict*'1 that the 
differential croat section is additive in th* number of nucleoas in tht nudauj. Th* primary 
teat of this Ida a ii to atudy the attenuation of tbi racoil nucleoo in quati-ajajtic tlectrou-
nucJoon scaiteriiig' Intidt of a nuclear target, At large mo man turn transfer.] tha final state 
nucleoli should emergt from the targtt without suffering elastic or final l U U scattering. 
Moat important tha shape ol the transverse momentum diitributioD out of tha scattering 
plana should be determined by tha Farmi distribution alone. 

Figure 13. Quari-elaitie hsdron nu;la«j scattering in 
a nuclear target. Color Uempartfley predicti diminished 
initial and Anal ftate elastic and inelastic inleractioci* at 
Urge momentum tianffer. 

A text of thia novel effect, "color transparency", hat recently been carried cut at 
Brookheven for large momantum transfer elastic pp scattering at # =± wj2 En nuclear 
taigata by a BNL-Cotumbi* collaboration. Th« atUr. nation of tha recoil proton as ft tra-
virttaths nucleus and its numratum distribution dff/dpy transversa to tha x-i scattering 
plant arsra measured. Tha acceptance b restricted to that only quasi-elastic events ara 
•elected. Tha data for incident proton momentum put n= 10 GaV/c (y/i » a.M GaV), 
in Aluminum (A=27) a n particularly interesting. The dN/dpy distribution show* strong 
peaking for | pg \< 0,2 QaV/c, consistent with Fermi trnaaring alone, la conventional 
multi-acatterloj theory, Ha dN/dpj dlttributica reflects the Fermi motkic of tha bound 
nuc]»oa plui thi initial it-ate in tar actions of tba incomlrig proton and tha final ttaU inter-
tcttont of tit* two outgoing protonev The apparent thwio) of ajgniBcMl a] as tic initial or 
final atata interactions prpjidee striking cofiHrmalion of tha color transparency concept. 
Tha trantpartnejr ratio 

r t _ < f a / ( f i ( p p - > p p ( X - l ) ) 
£da/dt(pp ~> pp) 

measured at pt»i =» 10 GaV/c in aluminum and carbon i* about SOU of th* value espectad 
from standard multi-scattering theory, also supporting tha color transparency predictions. 
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Howpver tht dtU at piu = 13 GiV/c, (^7 ~ 4.W GeV) show quite different b«havion 
tht dfffdfy out̂ of-plana momentum distribution showi almost no peeking. The spreading 
of thi moll distribution appear* consistent with convention*! elastic Glauber initial and 
final (.tat* scattering, How can w« account far thi* btiarre behavior? Perturbative QCD 
prtdicts that color transparency should be. Increasingly more accurate with Increasing 
cununtum transfer. The data atom to Imply the merse. I will mention two poniblt 
explanations:' ' ' 

1. Interference of pinch and bard scattering contribution*: QCD predict* contribu
tions to pp scattering from hard scattering processes, such a* quark interchange, a* 
well aa "pinch* (Landihoff) contribution! arising, for example, from three equal-
anglt ntuly on**htll ff scatterings. Aa discussed earlier, pinch contributions are 
suppressed by Sudakat form factors in QCD, changing ln* *~*F(*tm) perturbative 
contribution to da{di{pp —• pp), dose to the canonical *~ 1 0 dimensional counting 
prediction. B*csu*w of the complicated phut structure of the pinch amplitudes, 
it is con^vebl* that mterference40 with bard scattering terms cut reproduce the 
obwrred factorbftwo oscillation*4 in »t0da/di[x/2j. A relative maximum occurs at 
• = 27 QeV*. (See Fig-12). The yenishingof color transparency at p,^ = 12 GeV/c 
in this model is thin attributed to the relative dominance of the pinch amplitudes 
which involve iom«r**hst larger scale physics than the short-distance dominated hard 
•catterlni'contributions4'T ; 

2. Resonance plus hard scattering; The spin aaymmetry ANN*7 h> pp scattering with 
both protons polarixed normal to the scattering plane, shown in Fig. 12, displays 
a strong enhancement at V* or 5 GeV, the same energy where the oscillation is 
large, and where color transparency fails. All of these phenomena can be simul
taneously, explained if a di-beryon resonance exist* with mass Af = 5 GeV and 
width F s O.G GeV, in addition to the usual hard scattering contributions. The 
resonance contribution to the elastic cross section ha* a slow l m dependence and 
thus will dominate DTBT the hard scattering contribution at large angles. Note that 
a spin-triplet S = 1 pp resonance will automatically lead to a large value for ANN-
(AM ahown is He/. 42, the pinch singularity model give* somewhat smaller values.) 
Furthermore, unlixe thehaid scattering contribution, a resonance couples to the 
full 1ST J*-teal e structure of tht proton. Thus ordinary initial and final state Inter
actions are expected in the nucleus wherever a di;bsjyon resonance dominates the 
scattering amplitude. 

Because of Fermi statistics, » triplet S = 1 pp state ha* odd parity. Thus the state 
at V*1* = 5 GeV cannot be a simple s-wave six-quark resonance. Di-baryon resonances can 
be associated with hidden color* degrees of freedom or the sbt-quark state. An attractive 
possibility is that there are a series of B = 2 overall color singlet states corresponding to 
six quark* plus one or more gluon constituent*. The evidence for a ggg state at mass a; 
3 GeV is discussed in section 10. The corresponding qqqqwggg dibaryon resonance would 
then hava mat* -s* 5 GeV. An evsn more provocative possibility is that** tht resonance 
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corrasponds to \iuuuidc7, i.e.: a, B — 2 resonance at the cnarm production threshold. In 
•ither case on* can account for the hifh mass acale of tha di-baryon atata, explain why 
tha raaonanc* Is to Inalutie (couple* ao waakly to two protons), and explain the strong 
Ann correlation. An important teat of tht resonance plus hard scattering model is that 
color transparency will rtappear it dN/dpt at lowar value* of tfm. whira hard scattering 
dominata*. If tht raaonanct is a (hidden) charm state, ita main decay channels will contain 
two char mad hadron*. The initial retulta are suggestive of diminished absorptive cross 
•actions at largt momentum transfer. If these preliminary results are verified they could 
providt a striking confirmation of tht jwrturbalive QCD predictions. 

Color transparency can be used to discriminate mechanisms for h&dron scattering. For 
trample, in the cue of nucleon transition form factor* measurable in inelastic electron 
nucloon scattering, the magnitude of the final state interactions should depend on the 
nature of the excited buy on, For ex amp!- fin a] state resonance* which are higher orbital 
qqq ttatas should have large color final state interactions. Ptrhapa the molt dramatic 
application of color transparency is to the QCD analysis of the deuteron form factor 
at large momentum transfer. A basic feature of the perturbstive QCD formalism is 
that tht six-quark wavt function at small impact separation controls the deuteran form 
factor at large Q*. (I discuss this further in section 11,} Thus even a complex six-
quark stall can hava negligible final state interactions in a nuclear target-provided it is 
produced in a large momentum transfer reaction. One thus predicts that the "transparency 
ratio' £[eA —»td{A- 1 ) ] / ^ [ t d -+ ecfj wilt increase with momentum transfer. The 
normalisation of the effective number of deuterons in the nucleus can be determined by 
•ingle-arm quasi-elastic scattering. 

4. Difiractive Electroproduction Channels 
at Large Momentum Transfer 

As a fufthtr example of tha richness of the physics of exclusive etectroproduction 
consider tht "diffractry** channel f'p ~* f°P- At large momentum transfer, QCD factor-
ination for exclusive amplitudes applies, and one can write each helicity amplitude in the 
form: 

Mv^^f[$,t,t1) = JlJdxt Ts;(*.-,l£, »«*,«*) fy^PTttfai.PTWrfaPT) • 

This represents tht convolution of the distribution amplitudes ^(x,Q) for the in-going 
and out-going hadrons with the querk-gluon hard scattering amplitud* Tn(f' + (qqq)r —* 
(f?)f» + {lli)A ^ t n e scattering of the quarks from the initial to final badron direc
tions. Since TB involves only large momentum transfer, it can bo tKpsnded in powers 
of or.fQ1). Tht distribution amplitudes £(x,-,pr) only depend tagarithmierJly on the mo
mentum transfer seal*, as dttarmiaed from the meson and baryoa evolution r^quatioru. 
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• > • - . AJ| 'di*CL4jBH|>cLia *r*lj«r Mtctionm, th* functional dependence of lit moca u d bxryon dia-
!Wbuî op2>mpUî |« ij^.bi pi^tt^^from QCD, win ni!«. A auxpriilnf fiutura cf tht 
CblTpjftk;!^ ^^tiklj:«»IyiiU' of the diairitnition anipiituda of halidty-wro moont 
ij t ^ pt#4ittioa of » doublfrhump »h»p« of ^j/(»,Q) with » minimum it «qu«J partition 
'of tH§;lî fciwMJiiOJ^ t̂uî iiriK (Sw/Fif. U,J Thla retult ha* now bato confirmed 
tn>l*ttfe* |tut* tti^^c*J«il|ition 6f thf ptondittributtoii amplitude momtnta by Majr-
tlailli u d E*eJhî d»Tl
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Figure 14. TheonLleiJ prediction* for the plan 
distribution amplitude. (SM KronMd ud PhotiadU, 

, Ref.4&) 

Tha main dynamic*! dapendeaw of the tlectropjroduction uoplit'-'** *• determined 
by Ts1. Tb biding order ro a*(pj<)i Tu c*o be calculated from minlmaJ'jK. Reeled Xtm 
jjr*pbj; pcwt* eounUni jirediett;;: 
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to leading order ta 1/pf and o,(j>f )> Thle prediction U coneiiteot with tht dirotutociJ 
eountiH|nJ* dp/dt •« t*~ "/(#«««) when n » t i i tht toUl number of initial and flnaJ 
Bald*.IT* aea]i&| I»w* hold tor both real and virtual photoni. The data" for ip — n+n 

'are «oti«UttfliwJU) the QCD tealing taw prediction. 
'• ; V.Tte leading contribution* at large mcnwntuin tractftr in QCD satiety badron belicity 
COOMTVAttoB _ = 

Vl:: •" .. -":.-.- V Ar-V + V 
TW» aaletUoa rale ti *a important tact of the vector coupling of the gluoo in QCD. Tbe 



result ij independent of the photos halkUy! Furthermore, tb« leading bah a* I or come* from 
tbt "point-likV Fock component of tha photon. Tb* vactor>raeaoit-doniinaiK»coatribution 
corraeponde to the eg etttta where the casstituint moment* v « nrthcUd to bi eollioaar 
to the photon. Thb region give* a power-lew euppraaeed (1/pf)' contribution to lb* u m 
taction at fi*td #»«». 

Tha dependence on tht photon m w in evduatva ttactroproducttoo amplitude* ia QCD 
occun through tht acaling Ya iabla QJ/p±. Thiu for Q* -C af, tin truuvtnt photon 
tl«ctroprodiirtion amplltudea axe predj'Oad to b« uutne'tiva to Q'. T t « if in ttrikinf 
conaaquence to the vector roeeon dominant* picture, which pr*dicU a univereal 1/(1 + 
^ ' / m j ) dependence in the amplitude. Furthermore, iinc« only the point-like eompodtnt 
o' tht photon ia important i t large pr, one expecte no absorption of tha initial et*U photon 
u it panetralee a nuclear target. The reaction -j*rt —• r~p ia a particularly inUr-ating 
tart of color trasiparency miner the dtpendtnea on photon mua and momentum trantfer 
can be probed. 

Figure 15- ConvenlionH dettriplion 
of nuclew iLadewinttof low O5 vi:tu»] pho
ton nuclear interaction*. The 2-itep am
plitude it oppoeil* in pbaa* to the direct 
coairibLtlian on nuclccn Aj becaiiK of lbs 
di(Tr*eti*e vector n*eton production on up-
itrtam nudecn N].. 

Tha conventional theory of ehedowing of photon interaction* ia illustrated in Fi[, 15, 
At large Q1 tha two-etap aropliturft if euppreaaed and tht ehadowing effect b*dorrte« irf-
ligibW. ThW ia tha beaii for a gtnnal expectation that ahadowing of nuclear atruetuie 
function* i* actually a higher-twiet phenomena, vaniihing with itxreaeing Q* at fixed 
r. (A raoent analyoia on ahadowing iu elactroprodnttion by Ijiu and Mueller baatd on 
higher-twiat inter-nudeon interaction* in tha gluon evolution equation ia * aucJeua eug-
getta that lb ad owing decretait elowly aa Q* in ere at at,} Thua out prtdicU limplt addltivity 
for exclusive ttectroproduttion in ttudai 

to leading cedar b 1/af, (Tba b*r fadttataa that tha croaa aecttona a n integrated over 
tha nudaoo Ftrmi motion.) Thia ia another application at color tt anapatreocy. What id 
path apt iurpriajni ia that tha prediction holds for email Q1, w a s Q 1 » 01 Note that 
Uw Itadini contribution in 1/pJ. (all ordara in a,(pf)) cornea from tht ^ — « | point-like 
photon coupling in Tn what* tha ralativa traaavtraa mama J turn of tht f f ar* of order pr< 
Tbua tha "impact" OJ trajurrarr* time of tht f f ia l /pr , »nd auch a 'amalJ* color dipote h u 
•aglilibla strong intaractio^a is a cudaua, Tht final itata protoo aod *° alao couple ic 
Uading order to tock camp<r«anU which art email in impact "pact, a^aiu bavioj miuimal 
initial or final itala intanc'JoDj, 5f thii additi*ity aad abat.^ct of ahadowinf ia vtrified, it 
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wDI eieo be important to explore the oneet of eaateutional •btdowinf end absorption u 
f f utd Q 1 deartue. 

5. Oectroproduction of DiSractive Channels and the QCD Pomeron 
Exclude protetaei luchu virtual Comptbn •cetlerliig, i*p -* ip and / ° electro-

production i*p - • jsfy> play * ipeclal role Is QCD w key probes of •pomeron* eachanfe 
and it* poetlble baii* in Ultra of multlple-jluon exchange** At large photon •Bergy, tha 
diffraetlveamplitude*artdominatedbyJo] Regie singularities. 

Rec&nt nieaJUWtntnti of i'P ~* P°P ty the EMC (roup" using the high energy muon 
beam at tts^EPS the* three unexpected feature*: (:) The fP b produced with iero 
helicity at Q* ^ i l GeV'j (2) the faltoff in momentum trailer become* remarkably fiat 
for Q* > 6 GeV*rrid'(8) the Integrated cross aection fells off approximately u 1/Q*. 

W<SCeV W>6GeV 

0 2 0 S 10 
0« (GtV1) 

lb 
m i M I 

Figure 1ft. The slope parameter I for the form-
&sf& s v^***' fit to the EMC del* (Ref. 60) for tip — fifPp 
for |t'| £ 1-6 GtV'. 

The most surprising feature of the EMC data it the very alow fall-off in I for the 
highest 0 s data. (See Ftg, IC) Using the pereraeterisettoa e*4', t' = (t - IW»|. the 
eiope for 7 < Q* 5 25 GaV1, £j, c MO GeV data, b 0 - 2 GeV*. If one aramee 
PcmeroJi faetortaettoa, then the fall-off in momentum transfer to the proton should be at 
leaet as £aU a* the square of the proton form factor" representing the probebility to heep 
the scattered proton intact. {See Fig. 17(b).) The predlrted elope foe [t\ < 1.5 GeV» k 
t> ~ S.« GtV' 1, much eteeper than the EMC data. The background doe to inelwtk effect* 
it estimated by the EMC group to be lew than M% is tbii Jdnemetlc domain. 
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In UM ractoT raeaon dominance picture oni axpaeti: (1) domiotstly traacverw p 
plantation (^thwori btlkity conatrvatioa); (2) fall-off in t •imilu to the aquiire of 
tirt proton form factor (PocM/on factorlMthn); and (3] • 1/(2' wymptoti'c fall-off when 
kdfftuduitJ photon* dominat*. 

\ , 

• * (Jsl 
Lotol 

Pomeron 

Pr 

to 
Ptrfu'bolkB 

Pcmeron 

Fijute 17. (*)t*ifrrKtiveel«trcptoduetion of vector 
mt»on*. (b) Loci) pomtron contribution couptiog to one 
quark, («) Pejturfcttivc poroeroa contribution. For large 
tiantveiM loop morMfttun; tf *c Q1 two-gluon exchange 
contrittutk** are dominant, 

Tt« phyaica of «Iaeiroproduction 1* quit* different in QCD. At larga (J 1 > p.}. ditTrce-
tiv« channeb take on a novel character?* (See Pig. 17(c).) The irawveriw momentum kj 
ia the upp«r loop connection tha photon mod (P b of order tb» photon mtua KQIB, kT ~ Q. 
(Other region* of phaae apace are rappreaacd by Sudaiov form factors). Tbua juot as in 
deep tnelaatic ineliui** acattering, the diffr active amplitude involves the protoa matris 
alcroeat of tha product of operator* near tfiti tight-cone. ID the ease of victual Coropton 
acatterinf "i*p —• fjf, one meaiurcs product ci two electromagnetic curronto. Thtu ono 
can teat an operator product expamion aimilar to that which appear* is dwp icolajtic 
UpLon-nucJaon acatlarinj, but for non-forward matrix ekmeuta. In audi o coco the upper 
loop in F i t ' 7 ( e ) CMa ** calculated tiling parturbatjvo methods. The p eDtcro through the 
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saint distribution amplitude that appears to large momentum transfer exclusive reactions. 
Since tha gauge interactions conserve belicity, this implies Af~G,Xf = X^ lndependant 
of tha photon helicity. Tha predicted canonical Q* dependence .is l/Q4, which U cot 
inconsistent with tha EMC data. 

Since th* EMC data is at high energy (S , = 300 GaV, t > . sf] one expects that the 
xactor IIDOD exchange diagram* dominat* qoark>exehenge contributions. Ons can show 
thai tha virtually of the gluons.dirseily coupled to tb« -j —* f transition is effectively of 
ordtr j!?1, aUowini a perturhative expansion. Tha affect is a known feature of tha higher 
Born, multf-photon exchange contribution to massire Bethe Hsitlor proem as in QED." 

The dominant exchange in the (-channel should thus be the two-gluyn ladder shown 
to Fig.. 17(c). This is analogous to the diagrams contributing to the evojution of tha 
gluon structure function, IT sach gluon carries roughly half of the momentum transfer to 
different quarks in lh* nucleon, thtn the fell-off In t can be significantly slower than that 
of the proton.form factor, since in the latter case the momentum transfer to the Hudson 
is due to the coupling to one quark. This result easumee that the natural f«Jl-o)T of the 
nucleon wave function in transverse momentum is Geussien rather than power-law at low 
momentum transfer. 

' Inlhtwsaofqusji-eJMti'cdiffiact{»e«[actroproductionlfianuclear target, oua expecis 
nsithrr ahadowini of ths incidint photon nor final state interactions of the outgoing factor 
mason at large Q3 (color transparency). 

Thus fP electroproduetion and virtual Compton scattering can give essential informa
tion on lha nature of diffractive (porotron exchange) processes. Data at all energies and 
kintmatic regions are clearly essential. 

6. Formation Zone Phenomena ia Deep Inelastic Scattering 
One of tha remarkable consequences of QCD factorisation for inclusive reactions at 

large px is the absence of inelastic initial or final atat* interactions of tha high energy 
particles in a nuclear target. Sines structure functions measured in deep io>l*Mk Upton 
scattering are essentially addilira (up to the EMC deviations), factorisation implies that 
the *} —* /t+<J~ eubproeesses in DteB-Yen reactions ocean with equal effect on wacfe 
Duclson throughout the nucleus- At first tight this seems surprising since one expects 
energy lose fron* in elastic initial state interactions. 

In fact, potential inelastic react ions seen as quark CT gluon bremastrahlung Induced 
in the nucleus which could potential]* decrease the incident parton energy (illustrated in 
Fig.116) aft suppressed bj coherence If ths quark or gluon energy (in tha laboratory frame) 
b Urge compared to ths target length: [ 

E,>p* LA 

Hera ft* it the-difference of mass squared that occurs in the initial oe final state collision. 
This phenomenon has its origin in studies of QED processes by Landui and Poiosraaehuk. 
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Tbt QCD analysis U given by Bodwin, La-pa** and myeaUv Elastic collision*, however,ore 
•till allowed, ao on« axptctt collision broadening of tbe initial parton transverse mamon-
turn. Recant measurements of tbe DrtU-Yan process xA —• / i + j i - J f by tbe NA.-10 Group 
at tbe CERN-SPS confirm that tbt crow eection foi muon pur* at l u p transverse mo
mentum is increased in a tunjsten target relative to a dtuteron target. (See Fif. 19). 
Sine* tbe total cross section for Upton-pair production scales linearly with A (aside from 
relatively email EMC-tflect corrections), there muit b« a corresponding decresse of the 
ratio of tbt difforential cross aaction at low valuta of tbt di-Itpton transverse momentum. 
This it also appartnt in tbe data. 
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1.4 h 
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1.4 -

LO k " . 

05 Figure IE. Induced radiation from 
tb* propagation of as entiquark through 
a nudear target in maarire lepton produc
tion. Suda inelastic interaction* are eobet-
•BUy tnpprmid at partoa enetgwa Urn 
compered to a scale proportional to lb* 
length of tbe target. 
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Figure 19. The ratio a{w~W — p+p-X)) 

e{*~D —> n+fi~X) a* a function of the pair trans
verse momentum. From Rcf. G3. 

Tb«M results bare atriling implication* for tba interaction of the recoil quart: jat in 
datp inelastic slectroo-nocleua scattering. Forth* quark (nnd gluons) satisfying tbe length 

"cooeh'tiott", tbtrt should be DO extra radiation induced at tbt paxton traverses the nuclauQ. 
However, low energy (luocn, emitted in tbe deep inelastic electron-quark collision, con 
suffer radiative hssi i , Wading to cascadinj of aoft particlta in tbe nucleus. It in cktrly 
vsry important to study trif pntnomraa at a function of rtcoil quark energy and nuclear 
•ist. 

It should bt emphasised tbat the absence of inelastic initial or Una] data coUiruono 
for high energy partent doc* cot preclude tollieion broadening due to clootie initial or 
final state interactions. Tba elastic corrscttoaj ara unitary to leading order La l/Q and 
do not effect tba normaliiatioo of tba da*p inelastic cross section. Thus ono prcdictc that 
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the n u n t q v u t ttuMwM.moiiuntum of the recoil quark *ad its leading particle* will 
increase u it'/*. 

Tb« transverse momentum of tht recoil quark reflect* the intrinsic truwverae momtn-
turn of the nocleon wave function. The EMC effect implies that quark* in a nucleus have 
email tr Merit* longitudinal momentum than in a nucleoo- Independent of th* specific 
pbjriieel nwicharitsm underlying the EMC effect, the quark* in a nucleus would elao be 
expected to B»T* imtller tramver** momentum. This effect can counteract to a certain 
extent to* coffinoo broadening of the outgoing j*t. 

UolDce in* struck quark th» i^irinant of the target system doe* not evolve with the 
probe men i m l u m Q. However > tinct the quantum number* of ibe ipectator *ys»«m t* I 
in color, nonpertuxbativt hadroniistion must occur. Since the tr*nsver»e momentum of 
the leading particle* in the tpactetor jet it not affected by theQCD radiative correction*, 
it more cloeaJy reflects the intrinsic transversa momentum of t^e hadron state. 

, It it also Interesting to etudjr the behavior of the tranrrgrat momentum of the quark 
and spectator, jet* a* a function of rjy. For xgj — 1, the 3-quuk Feck ttate damimte* 
the reaction. If lite valence state hat • smeller tren*verv* eUe than that of the nucleoli, 
averaged over all of lie Foci component*, then cue expect* en inches** of (« i ) in that 
regime. Evidence for a aignlflcant inert*** of (Q) in the projectile fnsmantetion region 
at lug* quark momentum fraction* haa been reported by the SFM group" at the ISR for 
pp —•di-jtt +JT reaction*. 

7. Diffraction Channels and Nuclear 
Structure Function Non-Addithity 

OD» unimal aource of non-additivity in nuclear structure function* (EMC effect) 
art eleetroproducUon event* at large <}* and low c which r3ev*rthelesn leave the nu
cleus complrtajj,intact c < {1/MLA)- In the ease of QED, analogous pre: euch as 
7*A —• »i +*i -X'jie]d nuclear-coherent contribution* which teals* u A,]/ = Z*/A. (See 
Fig. 30(a).) Such processes contribute to the Bjorkeai^caliog.Jeading-twijtcroee tectlon" 
In QCD w* expect" the nuclear dependence to be let* than additive for the analogous 
gluoo exchange coritribotlon* (aee Fig. 30(b)) because of their diffttxlive coupling to th* 
nucleus. One can identify nuclear-coherent events contributions by observing a rapidity 
gap between th* produced particle* and the recoiling tatfiet. An interesting question is 
bow th* gluon m n sen turn fraction turn rule i* modified by the diffractive contribution*. 
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Figure 20. Leadini twirt contribution! to 
deep ioelulic lepton-nucftu* acatietinj that leive 
tb* tarjet intact, (a) QED example, (b) QCD 
example. 

8. Studying "Jet-Coalescence" in Electroproduction 
What happatu if two jata ovarlip in p l i m apacaT Cartainly independent fra.£ment[> 

tioo of tba jata will fail bec*UM of cohwtot «ffacta. For example, io QED there arc ctrong 
final ataia i=t*r*ct:-£/n* wbaa two charged partklaa art produced »t low relative velocity. 
In tht c**» of particle* of oppoaita charga Z\t, - £ j e , the QED Bom crcca cectiono are 
corrected by th« factor: 

which iscraaaea tha croaa aaction dramatically at low ralative velocity v. We exptct cimil&r 
tflacti in QCD whan twojeta can coaJeac* to attractive color channeb (ZiZ-jo — Cpa, for 
t l color aicfleti). In the caae cIaloctroprodueticD: the low relative velocity enbanccmcntn 
prorida a tLnpIa aatimaU cf tba iocraaae of the ep —* tX t r section at low voluo of 
W* ~ (f + j ) * , bayotid that ji*an by aimple duality 111311 men la. 

Gtmiaa, Sopax Lai 1 hata ractntly proposed thia jet coaletcincc mctbaninjn en an 
axplaoatioo of tha obaerrad: laadinf part tela correlation* «een in charm hadropraductloa 
a*p*rirc*nta and tha aaomaloualy large croaa saction obacrred at tLo SPS for £~JV —* 
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A+(e«i)^rM large s£. [The hyperon momentum wu 155 GeY/e.] In the case of heavy^ 
quark alkwopioductlon «.*. I'Q -» el, ef, on* predicts ui rah met meat of the cross 
section whin the produced quark is it low rapidity relative to the target fragmentation 
region: Til correction to the rite, integrated over idetive rapidity, ii found to vanish 
only aa a>.elnile ̂ averse power of the hsavy quark mui, and thus m*y epv« significant 
corrections to chirm production rate* u d distributions. 

Tha Sommtrfild factor alio can be used to estimate the behavior of exclusive ampli
tudes near threshold, For example, the production of meeon pain in two photon annihi
lation can be modeled*1 by calculating the differential cross section in QCD tree graph 
approximation ( u in Fig. fl), and then multiplying by the QCD version of the Sommerfeld 
factor appropriate to the relative velocity and color correlation of each quark pair. Further 
discussion may be found in Ref, 61. 

9. Discretized Light-Cone Quantization 
la it possible to solve the tight-cone equation of motion fftcif = M 1 * for QCD, at 

Itul In an approximate form? Recently II. C. Pault and I have talcen a direct approach 
of attempting to diigonililt the light-cone Hamiltonian on a free particle discretiied mo
mentum Fock state basis. Since BLC, P+, Pit and the conserved charge* all commute, 
Bio b block diagonal. By ehoosing periodic (or anti-periodic) boundary condition* for 
the baal* states along thi negative light-cone 

'._ •. * { * - = + f ) = ±*C«" = 
the Fock basis become* restricted to finite dimensional representations. The eigenvalue 
problem thus reduce* to the diegnneUsation of a finite Hennitian matrix. To see this, note 
that periodicity in «~ require* 

" • - V • : • - . • ' • , ' . < " l 

Thi dimension of the representation corresponds to the number of partitions of the integer 
K aa a turn of positive integer* n. One can easily show that P~ scale* M L: we define 
P~ B fcB . The eittnaUte* with J*1 = Af* at (Ued P* and Px = 0 thns satisfy 

KB\^) = ldt\*} ,'" 

independent of L (which corresponds to a Lorents boost factor}. Unlike copver nnal 
•pace-time lattice*, £ in DLCQ doe* not impose a phytic*! stale on the theory. 

For a finite resolution f£, the wave function is sampled at the discrete points 

V m ri a K iy 

The continuum limit la clearly K -» cc. 



Tha commuting op«r»tor» 1C, Q and H = So + V ara tiven by 

M l 

I have only diiplayed one fermion anti-fermion (alwtian) interaction, corresponding to 
itut&ntaneou* gluon exchange. The Q = 0 Fock atate ba*U itate* art of the form 

(n + m + £ = if) where |0) u the perturbatite vacuum. (Spin, color and transverse 
moroantum for any number of dLroeDJJon* we rapreaented u extra internal variables.) We 
th*n aoira 

HK |*} = A;1 I*) 

on ih» fraa par licit baaia 

• 

W* also tale tha &j_ M diacreve variablee on a finite carteaj&n bama eonmrtcnt with tho 
ultraviolet cutoff. 

Tlw tifearaluea of S projected on the dUcrote lijht cone basin give not onJy the bound 
•tata epectnmi, but ii'̂ o all of the multi-pwticle acatterini itateo with the same quantum 
Bumbtr*. 

The iimplart application of DLCQ to loci] | i u [ e theory is QED in ono-op&ce and 
one-tim* diroanjiorut. Eiitct A* = 0 i* a, phyrical |auge there ere no photon degreed of 
freedom. Tin frrmion anti-ftrmion interaction i* aimply 

» L(n-fl* (i-m)»J 

Thtra a n afao induced mmaa U m v from pairwiae contractions of tho normal-ordered 
flamiltcniaa. Explicit forms for tba matrix representation of Hgup are (jiven in Ret, 22. 
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Schwlnger haa ahowD thai mui lm {<?CD)i+i i» equivalent to a free bc*ou theory. 
In the lifht-coM formaliam one can demonetrate the eolution explicitly. One deGnes" 
bilinear operator* in the fermion field* a, end o£ which have normal boaon commutation 
rule*, Then for Q = 0 

TflUlfor m' • 0 (w f */* » «*')i ffgiz? U equivalent to free boaon theory with mj as a'/*. 
For lb* genera) UN m* ft 0 t (Q£D)i+j can be aolved by numerical diL»onaliiation. 

The complete •ptctnim (normal] led to tht ground atale CIIM) for K = 16 la ihown a* a 
function of coupling constant in Fig. 31. Sine* tha phyaica can only depend on the ratio 
tn/g, ft it convenient to introduce the parametriiation 

yi+£ w. 
which map* tha entire range oT m and o onto the finite ioteml 0 < X < I. 

Figure * fhowj the at rue tore function for the ground »let* of (QED)i+x M a function 
of A. In the weak binding limit §'— 0 or (m -• oo), the itmcture function become* a 
delta function at aqua? partition of the constituent momentum, a* expected. 

Figure 31. Spectrum of QED in one-
•pace and one-time dimension for harmonic 
reeoluikw K • IB. The ratio* Mt/M\ are 
plotted a* a function of the acaled coupling 
cooitul A • 1, The Stftwlnger limit l i U 
MFromlUf.n.) 
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In th* strong coupling limit f —• oo {m —• 0) tht structure function becomes flit. 
This (t cotutsUn* with th* interpretation of the Sch winger baton u a point-like composite 
of a ftrmioa and enti-fermion. Th* contribution to higher Fock states to th* lowest m t u 
structure function is strikingly small; the probability of non-valence states tc leo* than 1% 
for any value of A. 

AJ discussed above, tba ttpplkatioo of DLCQ to a gauge invariant abtllan field theory 
like QGD] it straightforward. For any given resolution K the Btimber of contributing Fock 
staiaa it Unit* b*e*UM of t i t pesitivity of t>>« light ume moments and the Fa-jU principle 
(in th* caaa of missises fsrauona). No unexpected problems appear in tba calculations. 
QEDj in A* = 0 gauge U much airripler than tht scalar Yukawa field theory, lince the 
transversa degrees of freedom and therefors tht photon* are abaent in 14-1 dimenniom. 
O M can sea unmadiaUly in the DLCQ approach that QEDj b u tin arbitrary maaa scale. 
This acala can b« adjusted by (rejnormalixing tha lowest r&kat to an arbitrary but fixed 
vaJu*. 

We hava alao established precis* agreement between the DLCQ raaulU and the exact 
solutioni of tbt Schwinger model proper at any resolution K, as well an in the continuum 
limit. This result (Was further evidence that quantising a system at equal light cone time 
U equivalent to quantising it at equal usual time. 

In lb* case of lha massive Schwinger model (QEDj), we established the existence of 
the continuum limit numeric ally; for sufficiently lege resolution K the results become 
independent of K. The essential criteria for convergence is that tfw intrinsic dynamical 
structure of tht wave function* is sufficiently reawlvsd at the rational values r. = n/JY, 
n t= 1,3,..., JT - 1 accessible at a givtn K. Unlike tht case in the usual space-tirm: 
methods, Lb* site of tht discretisation or lattice length seal* L, is irrelevant. 

In tba large K limit, the eigtnveluas agra* quantitatively with the rrsult* of 
Batgknoff*1 and with the** of a lattice gauge calculation by Crewther and Hamer. This 
result ia important in establishing tht equivalence of different complementary rjonpertur-
baiiTt methods. 

We also verified numerically that different Fock epacj repreaenlatioii* yield the CMI:) 
physical results. In particular w* eolved tba QEDj spectrum in the space corresponding 
to to* solutions of lb* free, massive Dirac aquation [il'd* + m.r)^ — 0 aa well oo of the 
massleao aquation ii"8^ = 0. We only found convergence problem* for the very large 
coupling regima A near 1. 

Even for moderately large values of tba resolution, DLCQ provides one with a. qual
itatively corract ptctura of tha whole spectrum of eigenfuaetioM. Tbi* aspnet becomes 
important for the development of scattering theory within the DLCQ approach. For ex
ample w* hart found therathsr surprising result that the loweiteigenfunction bts virtually 
no compon*nti of | j / ; 37) and Lightr part id* Fock state* (i.e. no V t quarks'). 

Theie area number of important advantages of the DLCQ method which hnvo cmarged 
from this study of two-dimensional field theories. 
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(I) The Fock space U denumtrable and finite in parti cl i number for any Rxed resolution 
K. In the Caaecf gauge theory tn 9+1 dinwnsiora, one WJKU that photon or gluon quuta 
with tare 4<moroentam decouple from neutral or color-singlet boond states, wad thus n*»d 
Dot be indod+d in the Fock bail*. Tbe transverse momenta era additive aad can b« 
introduced on • cartesian grid. Hornbcetel has developed methods to implement the 
ealor degrees of freedom tot the non*Ab*lian theorise. 

(3) Unlike Isitie* gauge theory, there an DO special difficulties with fermians: «.(., 
no feral on doubling, ftralon oVUrmJaa&U, or necessity for a quenched Approximation. 
Furthermore, the dlscrttlsed theory hu basically the tune ultraviolet itmctur* as the 
continuum theory. It should be emphasised that unlike le'.tle* tabulations, then is DO 
constraint or relationship between the physical tin of the bound state and the length 
'•eilti'.':'"'.. 

(3) Hie DLCQ method tiu the remarkable feature of generaling the complet* spec
trum of the theory; bound states and continuum states alike. These cm be separated 
by tracing their minimum Foek it ate content down to email coupling constant since the 
continuum states have higher particle number content. In lattice g»i;ge thecry it appears 
intractable to obtain information on excited or scattering states or tbeir correlations. The 
wave functions generated at equal light cone time hii( the immediate form required for 
relstiviitle teat Uring problems. 

(4) DLCQ U basically relativistit many body, theory, including particle Dumber ere-
. atlon and destruction, and U thus a basis for reletiviitic oucloar and atomic problems, In 
the noD*rslstl*l»t!c limit the theory £• equivalent to many-body Schrodinger theory. 

The Immediate goal is gauge theory in 9+1 dimensions. Evan in the Abelien case it 
will be interesting to analyse QED and the positronium spectrum in the large a limit. 
Whether the non-Abelim theory can be solved using DLCQ -considering its greater num
ber of degree* of freedom aiid it* complex vacuum and symmetry properties is %a open 
question. The studies for Abtllan g*»ge theory in 1+1 dimensions do JITS some grounds 
far optimism* 

10, Helidty Selection Rule and Exclusive Charmoniuin Decays 
The helicity selection rele may V relevant to as interesting puiil* concerning the 

exclusive decays of J/e> u d ty -» #», JT'lf and pootlbly other Vector-Pseudoscalar (VP) 
combinations. One expects J/^(>f} to decay to hadmns vie three gJuons or, occasionally, 
via • single direct photon, tn either cast the decay proceeds via l*(0)| ,

t wbwe *(P) is the 
wave function at the origin in the non^reletiviatk quark model for a. Thus it is reasonable 
to expect on the basis of perturbaUve QCD, that for, any final hudrocic stale k: 

Usually this is true, as Is well documented in Ref. M Cw ppr0, 7**1*"*°, n+w-u, and 
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a* + S*-*° , hadronie channtls, The atertling exception* occur for p* and R*~K where the 
pretest experimental limit* are 

Q^ < 0.0063 and Qjfjv < 0.0027 . 

Recently Sin Fu Tuan, Pattr Lepag«, and 1 havt proposed an explanation of the pusile 
by usurainc (a) the general validity of the perturbathre QCD theorem that total hadron 
htlkity it conserved in faigfa momentum transfer exclusive processes, but supplemented by 
(b) violation of the QCD tbeamn when the J/$ dec*/ to hadrom vie three hard gluona 
u modulated by the gluans forming an intermediate gluonium ttate 0 before tranjition 
to hadrons. In eaaeace the model of Hou and Sani takes over in this latter stage. 

Since the vector etate V hai to he produced with helicity A = ± 1 , the VP decays 
should be supprosaed by a factor 1/s in the rate. The ^ seem* to respect this rule. The 
J/tfr data «ot and that ii the mystery. Put in more quantitative term*, 'we expect on the 
basil of perturbative QCD** 

assuming quark helicity is conserved in strong interaction!. Thii includes e> form factor 
suppression proportional to [Mjfr/Kf+t]*. The suppression (3) is not large enough, though, 
to account for the data- the exponent would have to be greater than 23 to explain it. 

Ont can quwtion the validity of the QCD belicity conservation theorem at the chnnno-
nium m m scale. Helicity conservation baa received important confirmation in J/tp — pj5 
whan tha angular distribution U known experimentally to follow [1 + coo3 Q\ rather thnn 
tin* § for helicity flip. The if>' decays dtarly respect badron belicity connervntion. It is 
diJIcult to understand bow tha J/f/j could violate thii rule since the J/ip and \V masses 
are to dot*. Correction* from quark mess Urmi, aoft gluon corrections and finite energy 
correction! would not be expected to lead to large Jf^ differences. It u bard to imagine 
anything other than a resonant or interference effect that eonld account for rjch dramatic 
energy dependence. 

A reltvent violation of the QCD theortm which does have significance to thta problem, 
it (he recognition that tht thtoram is built on the underlying assumption of short-range 
"point-like" interactions Amongst tht constituent* throughout. For i oat once Jfip(c'Z) —• 3 j 
bat a short range Br i/m, associated with the short time scale of interaction. If, however, 
subsequently tba three gluont were to resonate forming a (jluonium ctbt« 0 which hod 
large transverse aba 2: I/MB covering an extended (long) time period, then the theorem 
it invalid. Not* that avtn if tba gluonium state 0 has large mass, dose to Mj/$, ite oiie 
could atill be tha standard hadronk seals of 1 fm, just u the cose for the D-meson and 
JJ- mesons. 

We have thus prcpoeed, following Hou and Sonl, that the enhancement of Jf$ —• K'~K 
and J/V> —» p* decay modaa it caused by a quantum mechanical mixing or the J/-j- with 
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ft Jrc • 1~" vector ftuonium etata 0 which tauaea the breakdown of the QCD helidty 
thaoram. Tba d«c»y width tot J/if> -» ^(K'T!) via the aequenc* J/ij> -* 0 — (w(K*E) 
mult be mbaUHtiaUy larger than the dec*; width for the (non-polo) continuum proceeo 
JTV -* ' fluona -« fw(X'V)- In the other channeli (rich a# pjj,ppK*12*-+2»--jr0, »*«.)• 
the branching ratloa of tba 0 mutt ba eo email that the continuum contribution governed 
by the QCD theorem dommatae over that of ihe 0 pole. Fcr the CAM of the ^ lb* 
contribution of tha 0 polemuit alwayab* inappreciable in comparison with the continuum 
procaa* wbart the QCD theorem bote*. Tte experimental limit* on Q,t and Cj-JT are 
now •ubttastialljr mora itringest than when Ho a r H Son! made their ejtimiU* of Mo > 
r o - „ todT^^.y ii> 1W2. ' ! 

11 b.iotamtjgf, indwd, that the exiitente of inch a gluouium state 0 w u firat 
postulated by Frtund u d Nambu baaed an 0 2 / dynamic* aoon after the discovery of 
the J/V> and tf moeoni. In fact Freund and Nambu predicted that the 0 would decay 
copiously precisely toto p* and K'"S with severe suppression of decay* into other mode* 
like t*t" as required for the solution of the puiile. 

Final itatae h which can proceed only through the intermediate fluorJum etata satisfy 
the ratio: 

O *W -* **'~\ W't* -M6)* + \ *l 

Wa have assumed that tho coupling of the Jf4> and ^ to the gluonium state ecaje* aa the 
• + t ~ coupling. Tha »*lu« of Qk ia am all if the 0 U doae in mass to the J/ifr. Thui we 
rtqmn : 

(Mj/« - Mo)1 + J r*0 S 2« Qk GeV 1 . 

The experimental limit for Qg.y then implies 

[ { A / j ^ - W o V + J r } , ] £ 8 0 M e V 

Tbi* impliea | Mjj+ - Mo {< BO MeV and T,} < 160 MeV. Typical allowed values w 

W 0 = S.OG«V, To = HO MeV 

or 
Wo = JUS GeV , T 0 = 1*0 MeV . 

Notica that the glucinium state could be either lighter or heavier than the J/«V Tb« 
branching ratio of the 0 into a given channel must exceed tha; of the J/V-

It la Dot necessarily obvious that a Jpc = 1 glucrnium elate with theee parameters 
would necessarily have been found in experiments to data. One muit remember that 
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though 0 —* ft and 0 —* K'H are Important model of decay, at 4 mtit of order 3.1 
G«V many othar modAi (aJl bo it leu importut) are available. Hen fee, a total width To — 
100 to ISO MaY it quit* conceivable. Because of the proximity of Mfi to Afj/^, the meat 
important rifnaturea for an 0 search -ria anclusive modea J/V> —* K'"Rh, J/ip —• prh; 
h *• wr,r),if, are no loafer available by phas«-*p*e« considerations. However, the starch 
could still he carried out usin( ^ —• K'~Kh, tf —• p*h; with A = (r«r, and 17. Another 
way to March fci 0 ID particular, and the tbroa-gluon bound itates in general, is via the 
inclusive reaction ^ -* («") + ^> wb*r» lh" " P*Jr « »n iso-iinglet. Tht threvgluon 
hound state* ruth as 0 should show vp u peais in the missing maw {i e., m m of A"} 
distribution. 

Perhaf* ths moat direct way to March for the 0 » to scan fp or e +e~ umihilation at 
y/i within — 100 M«V of the J/$, triggering on vector/paeudoacalar decayi such as srp or 
~KK\ 

Tha fact that the pr and K'H chumtlt are strongly suppressed in \ji' decays hut not 
in J/yp decay* clearly impliai dynamic* beyond the standard charmonium anal/sia. Ao we 
have ahown, the hypothesis or a throe-gluon it ate 0 with mass within Si 100 MeV of the 
J/\f> mass provide* a natural, perbap* even compollinj, explanation of this anomaly. If 
this description ia correct, then the ^ and Jjty hadronic decays are not only confirming 
hadroc hslicity conservation fat the (£r momentum ocale) but are also providing a signal 
for bound fluonic matter in QCD. 

11. Exclusive Nuclear Processes in QCD 
On* of the moat elef ant areaa of replication of QCD to nuclear physics ia the domain 

of lart« momentum transfer exclusive nuclear processes. Rigorous twutts have been given 
by La page, Ji and myaelP for the asymptotic propertiee of the deuteron form factor at 
Iar|a momentum transfer. The basic factoriiation ii ahown in Fig. 12. In the aaymp-
totic Q* —» ao limit the drutwon distribution amplitude, which controte large momentum 
transfer dautaron reactions, become* full)' symmetric among the five possible colar-ainglet 
combinations of the i i i quarks. One can alao study the evolution of the 'hidden color* 
components (orthogonal to the np and AA degree* of freedom) from intermediate to large 
momentum transfer scales; the roeulla also give constraints on the nature of the nuclear 
force at short distance* in QCD. 

Of tha five color-singlet representations of ibt quarki, only one corresponds to the 
usual ayitem of two color singlet baxyonk cluster*. Tho exchange of a virtual gtuon in 
tha dtulafoa at ahort distance inevitably produces Foelc state components where the three-
quark closure correspond to color ocU-t nucleoni or isobars. Thus, in general, the dcuteron 
ware function will hav* * complete apactrum of "hlddan-colar" wave function components, 
although it is Li»*Iy that these state* are important only at imall inter-nucleon reparation. 

Deapit* the complexity of the multi-color representations of nuclear wave function*:, 
th* analyst! of tha deutaron form factor at larjje momentum transfer con be carried 
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-rt=g=^ P*q \ L 

dju.0) 

JtlJ"10 4>A O.o> 
Figure 22. F»clori»itlon or the dtuteroti form fwlor »t 1»T(B Q 3. 

out ID puftlit] with tbe nudecm cue. Only tht minimi] tix-qu«rh Fock »t*t« needj to be 
comidered to leading order in 1/Q* The deuteron form factor cac then be written u m. 
convolution [tee Fig. 22], 

1 

••ft(0 ,)-/[dx)|d»US(»,Q)J? + r-^(«^,9) M*,Q), 
0 

whir* thi bird »catterirj| amplitude acmlu u 

The anoaulcu* dim*a*foo* 7* art calcul*t«d from tb« •TOIUIJOE •qu»tjon» Tor <*w(-cv, 0 ) 
derivtd to lwdiog ord«r in QED from palrwU* fluon-vtchtni* interaction*: {Cr - 4/3, 

Hen wt'havt dtfinul 

u d t i t evolution U in CM iwi»hl» 

««'»-£/f:-c»~'»ts 
Tbe ktrntl V i* computed to leading ardor in a.(<V') from tlw turn of gluoc interaction* 
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between quirk p*in. The f«ner*l m»ttU rtprwentttione of 7* with b u n J"]?=l XT') 
is gi*«i in R«f. 43. Th* *ff*ctlvt l«»din{ *nom»lou» diroeation 70, corrnpondioj to the 
•ijtnfunctico #(*<} = I, i* 70 «• (<J/fi)(C>/0}. 

In order to mike mor« det»iled »nd eaptrimtntiJljr a££Miibte prediction!, we will 
define the "rtdue*d* nud*»r form f»ctoi in ordtr to remove the effect* of audwn com-
pcmUnm* TO 

UQ1) 

The trgumenlt for »*ch of the nudeon form factor* (FN) ii Q'/4 ilnta in the limit of ttto 
bindirn cnei'gy each nucleoli mint c h u [ e ite momentum from ~ p/2 to [p+ ?)/2. Since 
the leading enoromloui dimentlone of the nucleon distribution amplitude it C>/20, the 
QCD prediction for the uyroptotic Q'-behavior of /j(Q*} i* 

MQJ) ~ 
i¥ 

where -(3/6)(Cy//J) = - S / H 5 for n, = 2. 

Figure 33. (*) Comperieon of tbe 
wymptotic QCD prediction* with experi-
mnt mini FN ((?') => [1+<G70.71 G«Va)J"3. 
The noTTM^Mtion it fit ef QJ •: 4 GeV1. 
£b) Cotnp»ri*on of the prediction [1 + 

with d»U. l i e velue mj = 0.20 GeV3 U 
uted. 

Although thie QCD prediction ie for Mymptotic momentum trajiifor, it is inter^tiDj 
to comp*r» it directly with the neileble high Q* d»t»" (oec Fij. 33), la ceocrcd ODB 
would expect correeli&M from hijhn twiit cJTccte (e.g., m m uid t ± omwuiDg), tugber 
particle number Fodc lUtt i , higher order contribution! in a,(<?'), <u coll as non-lending 
anomeloujdlmenjiorii. Hcrwerer.tht agreement of the dato with simple Q' / t iW) — const 
bthnior for Q* > 1/3 GeY* impliee: th»t t unlets there is a fartuitoan cancellation, cJI of 
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the acala-bnailof affect* %r* email, and tin preatot QCD partttibaiiia citmlninna a n 
Titbit and appUcabk «*en in the nuclear phytic* domain. The lac* of deviation from to* 
QCD paranntariiatlcifl aJao n u a l i that tb» parameter A b am all. A compariaon with 
a etaadard definition w c k u AJJJ would require a calculation of n o t to Uading effect*. 
A toon dafiaJtiT* check of QCD can bo mad* by calculating tbt DormaliMtioa of f^Q*) 
from 71B end the evolution of the dauuron wive function to abort diatencaa. ft it eieo 
important to confirm e»p*rimenl*lly that tbrhalicUy I D V o 0 form {actor a indeed 
(lotntntnt. 

Btc*o*»"of hidden color, tb* deutwoa cannot b* d«Krib«d wWy in taraaof *t*nd*rd 
Dnc)wphvik*d«fre*»«f Ireedom, and En principle, any physical« dynamkal property of 
tbe deuteton k modified by the pretence of each non-Abelian component*. In particular, 
the atandard "Impula* approximation* farm for the deuteron fbnn factor "' 

. ii 

where F„ i* the OQ-ehrH Ducteon form factor, cannot be prtciwly vidld at any momentum 
trantfar tcalt Q* — -«* <? 0 because of hlddan cotwfconiponenta. Mor* important, even if 
only the nucleon-nucleon component watt important, Tfcui tba conrrraUookl f*cterii*ti«j 
cannot ba reliable for compoeit* nudeone ainct tha itroclt nuclaon U nacaaurily off-shell71 

in tLt nuclear wave function JJfc** — Jfĉ l •— JQ 1. Thus In general ona require* knowledge 
of the nudeon farm factor* F«(g',fc 1 ,* j l) for the cue in which ant or both nnelaon leg* 
a n off-tbiU- In QCC anch amplitude* have completely different dynamical dependence 
compared to tht oo*ebrJl form factor*. 

Al thou ah on-ahaD factarisaiion baa been uwd extensively in nuclear phytic* a* a atart-
ing point far tha analyait of nuclear form factor*, it*, range of ralidlty ha* oarer b*<tn 
aarioualy qoaatioaad. Certainly in tha nan-r*l*tiviatic Awn^n where target racoil and 
off-ateU effect* can be neglected, tba charge form factor of* compaiita eyatam can be 
corn paled tram the convolution of charge distributions. However, in the genera! aituation, 
tba atrock noctaon moat transfer a large fraction of ita rtrorwotum to tt* eptelator eyattm, 
rendering ta* fiuclaoo eiat* off-abell. Aeehownin Bet 49, the region of validity of on-*h«ll 
form factor factorisation for the deut*ron i* very small: 

Q* <1M4U 

It,, Q £ 100 MaV. However, in this region the nucleon torn factor dc*i not deviet* 
significantly from unity, ao tha standard factoruation ia of doubtful utility. Tba reduced 
form factor raralt baa general utility at any momentum scab. K b alao important to 
confirm experimentally that tha balieity X = A' «= 0 form factor ia in dead dominant. 

Tha calculation of the normalisation T%^'~** to leading order la a,{Q*) will wquirc 
tha evaluation of over 500,000 Faynman dfaframi involving flva eKchangad jJuca*. Fortv 
nataly thla appaart poaalbta uaing tht algebraic computer methods introduced by Farrar 
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T» Tb* mtrthod of aettbij tha appropriate acaJa £ of o-J(Q') in TH U pvcn in and Neri 

T i t dauUron wara function which coctributea to the aaymptctic limit of the form 
(actor i* i t* totally anti-tymrnairk wava function coTTaapondinf to the orbital Young 
•yminatry fjvan by (0) and iaorpifl (7)+ wpitt [S] Youst; tjmmelrj given by {93}. The 
deutarou etaU with tfua aymmttry n NeUd to the /VW, AA, and hidden color (CC) 
pbyaical bacaa, for both the (TS) •» (01) and (10) caaaa, by tha formula n 

*W(») = V 5 * « + V 45 *** + V E ** 
Thus tb* physical dautrron *tata, whkh ia mostly ^J/JV at larf* diitance, rauat ercjve to 
tha aVaitti) at»ta when tha ail quark UnncvtrM separation! &x < 0 ( l / t j ) —* O. Since 
thii iUt« M 80% biddan color, to* dauttroA ware function cannot be described by the 
meaon-rjUcJMa isobar degress of freedom in thii domain. Th* fact that the six-quark 
color eiciist stat* inevitably erdvaa in QCD to a dgjninantly hiddan-color configuration 
at amalE tramrrerM separation also has implications for tha form of tba nueleen-nudeoa 
[SM = 0} pcvcnlia), which can ba conaidersd a* one interaction component in a coupled 
*cattario| ehannal tfwttw. 

AJ tha twonudsems approach each other, the tyiUm must do work in order to change 
tha iix-quirt state to k dwtunantly hiddm color configuration; i.e., QCD requires that 
the DUrlaaB-nurJseai poUntifcl BUlt ba repulsive at short distance* [mo Pig, 24)7* The 
evolution aquation for thl si*-quark system Sutjests that the diitence -where thia change 
occur* i« In tha domain where a, W ) moat strongly ruin*. The general solutions af the 
rtalutioa aquation for multi-quark systems U discussed in Ref, 43. Some of the solutions 
are ortbo|anal to tha usual nuclear cocn'jurationa which eorreapend to separated nueleo&o 
or isobars at larga diftaucaa. 

Tha eiristanca of bidden color decrees of fraadom further Sllmtrntw the complexity 
of nuclear systems in QCD. It m coacaieabU that aur-quark rf* resonances corresponding 
to tbeae new dspeaa of frsedoEi may b« found by cartful eeartbea of the y d - • i d and 
I * * ! -* *& cbaJUtalt. 

Firurt 24. Schematic representation 
of the oeuWroe wave functioa in QCD is* 
dic*itn( tbt praaaaee of hidden row «u-
quark wcipooeaU at abort dittancsa. 
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. . . . . : • . . . 12. Reduced Nuclear Amplitudes 
Out of the basic problem! in the analysis of nuclear scattering amplitudes 1* how to 

eonaUtently account for the ificU of the underlying quark/gluon component structure 
of nudeema. Tradition*] method* baaed on the UH of an effective audenn/mefon local 
LagTUgien field theory aiinot really applicants, giving the wrong dynamic*} dependence 
in»ir^alJy«Ttrjkinimalfc**riatkfbtcompoaitebadroDJ. The focluslon of s l i m verte? 
fonn (acton it unsatisfactory since ana mmt understand the offabell dependence la each 
lag; while retaining fang* invariant*; each methods have little predictive power. On the 
other hand, the explicit evaluation of the multi-quark niri-*catterii>g amplitudes Beaded 
to predict the normal Italian and angular dependence for • nuclear proceee, even at leading 
order,in o, require* the consideration of million* of Feynman diagrams. Beyond leading 
order one must include contribution* of Dcevvalen&a Fock states wave function*, and a 
rapidly expanding Dumber of radiative corrections and loop diagrams. 

The reduced amplitude method™ although not an exact replacement for a full QCD 
calculation, provide* k rim pie method for identifying the dynamical effect* of nuclear tub-
•tructun, eontUtent with covariance, QCD seeling law* and gauge inveriancs. The basic 
idea bu already been introduced for the reduced deuteron form factor, More generally 
if we neglect nuclear binding, then the light-cone nuclear wave function can be written 
a* a duiter decomposition of collinear nucleoni: if>t/A = VW/A US *i/Af-Where each nu-
deon hat If A of the nuclear momentum, A large momentum transfer oucleon amplitude 
then contains u a factor the probability amplitude for each nucleon to remain lntt it after 
absorbing XjA of the respective nudeer momentum transfer. We can Identify each prob
ability amplitude with the respective nudeon form factor W. (I41= J* *x) • Thus for any 
exdusive nuclear scattering proceee, we define the reduced nudear amplitude 

M 
. mz=—j —1— 

i t t i FN{u) 
The QCU scaling law for the reduced nudear amplitude m is then identical to that of 
nude! with point-like nuclear components: e.g., ibe reduced nudear form factoro obey 

Comparisons with experiment and predictions for leading logarithmic corrections to this 
result an given in Ret 70. In the case of photo- (or electro*) disintegration of the deuteroa 
on* ha* 

i.e., the same elementary scaling behavior a* for X ^ v ^ , Comparison with experiment 
Is encouraging (ess Rsf. 70.) showing that a* was the case for <Jr/d(9')i the perturbetlv* 
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QCD scaling regime begins at Q 1 £ 1 GiV*. Detailed comparisons and e. model for 
the angular d spend in ce and the virtual photon-man dependence of deuteron electro-
disintegration arc disrusied in Ref. TO. Other potentially useful checlca of QCD scaling of 
reduced amplitude* a n 

"W»«« *- pf * /('/*) • 
It ia alto poneible to w these QCD scaling laws for the reduced amplitude aa a 
parametriiation for tbe background for detecting possible new di-baryon resonance states. 
In each caatt the incident and outgoing badron and nuclear states arc predicted to display 
color transparency, i.e. the absence of initial and final state interactions if they participate 
in a large momentum transfer exclusive reaction. 

13. Conclusions 

There has clearly been remarkable recent progress understanding the structure of the 
badronx and their interactions from first principle* in QCD. Lattice gouge theory and 
QCD sum nils* axe providing beautiful constraints on the basic shape of the distribution 
amplitudes of tbe mewns and baryoru, A new method, ditcretiied light-cone quantization, 
has been tasted tuccessfully for QCD La one space and one time dimenoiona and should 
scan yield detailed information on physical light-cone wavefunctiorm. 

The recent work of Dsiembowski and Mankiewia provides a convenient relati7btic 
modsl for hadrontc wavefunctiona consistent with the known constraints. Their work 
provides the starting point for a contiitant description of excluiiva amplitudes such as 
form factor* from low to high momentum transfer. Tbe controverfly concerning the rung* 
of validity of perturbative QCD predictions for exclusive amplitudes has thus been largely 
reaolved. Where clear testa can be made, such as two-photon processes and the badron 
form factors, the perturbative QCD predictions appear correct in scaling behavior, helicity 
•fracture, and absolute normalisation. Moat interesting, there is now evidence for the 
remarkable color transparency phenomenon predicted by perturbative QCD for quoai-
•listic scattering within a nucltua. 

One of the moat wrioua challenge! to the validity of QCD are the psaudo-Bcalnr vector 
decays of the - / / • . We have shown that this puiile can be resolved if a gluonium otatc 
exists with mast near 3 GeV/c I have also discussed a possible explanation for the otroufr 
•pin correction* in proton-proton atactic scattering in terms of novel type of high maco 
di-baryon resonance. A key too] in tibia analysis is the use of color transparency in nuclei 
to fllUr out large and short distance phenomena, 1 also discussed the role of the formation 
sons and target length condition in understanding nuclear effects in the propagation of 
quarku and gluona in nuclear matter. 
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Another pew; u d important taattaj ground of QCD U maeon alactro-prod action at 
lerga virtual photon meat. We have ehown how to* operator product e&eiytia can be ex
tended to tbaaa exclusive ebeaoele, with remit* to etroag contrast with vector maanii don> 
banc* model*. Many of the anomalou* faaturaa recently observed In #° TOUO-prodnetinn 
ex* readily explained In th* QCD approach. 

Finally, 1 hare diaciueed applications of QCD to nudear amplitudes and to the beak 
etructure of tb* nucleus Itself. I hat* also noted axas* of potential conflict between QCD 
and more conventional approaches to nuclear interaction*; «.e, Direc phenomenology, 
factorixetion oJcn-tbell audeon form factocs, and the brtakdowii of conventional Glauber 
theory due to color transparency tn exduai ve reartinrts, and formation soo« phenomenology 
in bduaive reaction*. 
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